Image pre-processing
Five datasets had some illumination artefacts that can be visualised as bright and dark lines when doing a longitudinal reslice of the image dataset, as illustrated in Figure 
Segmentation of the coronary arteries
To segment the coronary arterial tree, the semiautomatic workflow Carving of Ilastik was used. Carving uses a seeded watershed algorithm for iterative object carving from image data [3] . The seeded watershed algorithm relies on apparent object boundaries in the image data. To define a good object boundary map, the algorithm offers different filtering options depending of the object boundary: bright lines, dark lines and step edges. In our image datasets the vessel lumen is dark, and the vessel wall is brighter compared to the surrounding tissue. Therefore, two different filtering options were investigated: bright lines and step edges. Both bright lines and step edges filters give a good result for big vessels. However, on smaller vessels the result of bright lines filter was not good being difficult to distinguish the lumen inside the small vessels as illustrated in S3 Fig. Therefore, the step edge filter with a small filter size value was used to construct the boundary map. Some seeds for the object (vessel lumen) and background were manually provided. From these seeds a segmentation was automatically calculated. The segmentation could be refined interactively by providing additional seeds (see online video [4] ).
